The Moorland Classroom

Winsford Hill and the Barle Valley: Route Map

Winsford Hill (SS876343) Length: 1-5 kilometres
Arrival: Winsford Hill is on the B3223 midway
between Dulverton and Exford. The road through
Dulverton is unsuitable for large coaches and the
easiest approach is from the North. The coach parking
spot is a lay-by at the top of Winsford Hill adjacent to
the Triangulation Pillar at Grid Reference 877343.
Minibus parking is on the left 100 metres further on.
The second parking spot is at the main Tarr Steps car
park at GR 874323. There are toilet facilities at the Tarr
Steps car park
Directions: Commence your walk from Triangulation
Pillar at GR 877343. Walk to the Punchbowl: From the
Pillar follow the path downhill for 300m heading
South East to the edge of the Punchbowl. From here
follow the western edge of the punchbowl. After
about 400m take the path to the left going around
the hill until you are opposite Great Ash Farm. To
return retrace the same route.
Option 1 – Walk from Winsford Hill along the Barle
valley to Tarr Steps: Your transport should drive to
meet you at the main car park at Tarr Steps (GR
874323), your ﬁnal destination. Retrace your steps to
the Triangulation Pillar. From here walk due west to
the lay-by and cross the road to a small track on the
opposite side. Visibility is good but the children need
careful management. Walk along the track for about
100m until it reaches the main bridleway. Turn right
and follow the bridleway northwest for about 1km
until a ‘crossroads’ of bridleways is reached. Turn left

and follow the bridleway due west for about ¾ km.
The bridleway leaves the moorland and follows a
lane, passes through a ﬁeld and down a track, past
Great Bradley and down to Oakbeer Wood. The track
crosses the tributary on a brick bridge and then recrosses over a wooden bridge. From here follow the
path downstream alongside the river all the way to
Tarr Steps (approx. 2.5km). The carpark is 200m up
the hill, westwards. (In poor weather option 1 route
can be intersected at GR 861354 with a short walk in
from the cattle grid at the western end of Winsford
Hill. Alternatively option 2 route is much easier).
Option 2 – Circular walk along the Barle Valley from
Tarr Steps : Drive to the main car park at Tarr Steps
(GR 874323). Take the path from the car park
downhill towards Tarr Steps. The path emerges on to
the lane a short distance above Tarr Steps so manage
the pupils here. From Tarr Steps there is a circular 2.5
km Jubilee Walk enabling pupils to walk up one side
of the river to the bridge at GR 859327 and then
return along the other side to Tarr Steps. From Tarr
Steps follow the road uphill for about 200m, passing
the Tarr Farm Inn and then go through a gate on the
right to follow the path to the car park where the
transport will be waiting.
Key issues: Ticks, animals, water, roads, Winsford Hill is
exposed. Please read the accompanying Risk
Assessment notes. Advice is available from ENPA on
01398 323665.01398 323665.
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